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ABSTRACT

The urban violence and personal safety affect the Brazilian life habits. The high rates of
violence are changing the behavior of individuals and the way of life, as the electrical
fences in the walls, alarm system, personal guards, and bullet prove cars, etc.  But in
which way is this affecting the behavior on road safety? The aim of this article is to
investigate the relation between urban violence and road safety behavior. If one is
afraid of violence and concerns by his personal safety, how does he concerns about
road safety? Parents buy alarm systems to cars but do not buy safety chairs or special
devices to protect their children. In some countries children do not walk or bike to the
school because of violence; parents are concern about kidnap, sexual violence and
drugs. But how do they concern about the children as pedestrians, as cyclists? A
vicious cycle is established: more violence, less people on street, how does it affect
road safety? A pilot survey will include a group to test this inquiry with a questionnaire
where the individuals are asked about their safety feeling in traffic (or fear in traffic)
and compare with their fear of violence.

1. Introduction

The fear of be a victim of crime or violence is a social problem that manifest in the
individuals. For this reason your measurement are made by opinion surveys with daily
situations questions. The index of fear does not measure individual fears, although it
could has a small effects in the results. The index of fear measures the perception of
unsafe. 

In a research made by FGV (Fundação Getúlio Vargas) about Brazilian index of fear for
urban violence, shows very interest aspects:

- The fear of violence is less in the Northeast region and higher in Southeast region
- Bigger the city, higher the fear of violence
- Into the city the fear is higher in the poor areas
- The persons that use public transport have more fear
- The woman has 10 % more fear than man
- In the countryside the rich people has more fear, in the big cities the poor people

has more fear
- If a person was victim of violence, he or she have more fear 
- How many persons one knows that are victim of violence, he or she have more

fear
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Another research, made by Serviço Brasileiro de Apoio às Micro e Pequenas Empresas
(Sebrae), about the profile of Brazilian youth, have this results for a open question with
spontaneous answered  “- what is the problem that you are most concern?”: violence
for 55% (specially murder and robbery), unemployment for 52 % and drugs for 24%,
as shown in the figure 1.

Figure 1: Brazilian youth concerns. Source (SEBRAE, 2003)

So the youth concern more for violence but in any moment they said traffic safety. In
the official numbers of criminal faults (included traffic faults) by SENASP (Secretaria
Nacional de Segurança Pública), 5 % of faults are because traffic faults committed by
drivers (murder, run over and injured), 1% are homicides and 12% are robbery (that
includes banks, load of trucks, “flash kidnap”), as shown in figure 2.

Figure 2: Percentage of faults by type. Source (SENASP, 2003)

General perception of violence, i.e. the chance that suffers any kind of violence is
describing the figure 3 below. About the frequency the people concerns about violence
is describe in the figure 4.

Research as made by FGV is the first in Brazil, and does not have research like that in
other countries. Until now do not exist ways of comparison with other countries about
the index of fear – the perception of violence.

Figure 3: General perception of violence.  Source FGV (2005).
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Figure 4: Frequency of one concern about violence. Source FGV (2005). 

The official numbers about homicides in the year 2003 are 47.154 deaths, and the
official numbers of death in traffic accidents are around 30.000 deaths (but specialist
said that could be more, around 50.000 deaths). Figure 5 shows the number of faults
by type per 100.000 hab. in some Brazilian State capitals. Besides the number of
occurrence of robbery is higher than traffic faults, traffic faults are higher than
homicides.

Figure 5: Type of crime per 100.000 hab for some capitals. Source (SENASP).

2. How to build the index of fear of traffic accidents
or perception of “unsafe in traffic”?

In the same way fear of be a victim of crime or violence, the fear of traffic accidents is
a social problem. Thus the measurement of perception of fear in traffic could be made
by opinion surveys with daily situations questions. Moreover, the index of fear of traffic
accidents will measure the perception of unsafe on the roads.

First, specialists described some situations that might occur. These situations were
gathering and ranking. The fourteen tops situations are select and divide in two
groups. The first group measures the perception of risk of occurrence of traffic
accidents in five scales: very little, little, neither little nor huge, huge, very huge. The
second group measures the level of safety feeling in some situations also in five scales:
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very unsafe, unsafe, neither unsafe nor safe, safe, very safe. Below are showing the
questionnaire survey.

A pilot survey will include a group to test this inquiry with this questionnaire where the
individuals are asked about their feelings in some road safety issues and compare with
the violence and criminal standards levels of the country.

Index of fear of accidents

Age: gender:

City:

Risk of accidents occurrence

Thinking about the city that you living, what the chances of you are:

1 – Be run over by a car (as pedestrian or cyclist)

Very little Little Neither little nor huge Huge Very huge

2– Suffer a traffic accident because mechanical failure and/or lack of vehicle maintenance 

Very little Little Neither little nor huge Huge Very huge

3 – Fall on the sidewalk because holes and/or lack of maintenance on the pathway (as pedestrian or
cyclist)

Very little Little Neither little nor huge Huge Very huge

4 – Run over a pedestrian or cyclist

Very little Little Neither little nor huge Huge Very huge

5 – Suffer a traffic accident because of being over speed 

Very little Little Neither little nor huge Huge Very huge

6 – Suffer a traffic accident because of bad conditions/lack of maintenance of road

Very little Little Neither little nor huge Huge Very huge

7 – Suffer a traffic accident because of failure and/or lack of signs (vertical, horizontal and traffic signals)

Very little Little Neither little nor huge Huge Very huge
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Level of safety feeling in some situations 

Due the following situations tick how you feel:

8. Not wear safety belt (front and back seat) 

Very unsafe Unsafe Neither unsafe nor safe Safe Very safe

 9. To be in front seat with a passenger in the back seat without safety belt 

Very unsafe Unsafe Neither unsafe nor safe Safe Very safe

10. Carry children and babies without any kind of safety device

Very unsafe Unsafe Neither unsafe nor safe Safe Very safe

11. Drive in overspeed 

Very unsafe Unsafe Neither unsafe nor safe Safe Very safe

12. Drive in disturb mental state (stress, depression, alcohol effects)

Very unsafe Unsafe Neither unsafe nor safe Safe Very safe

13. Drive a vehicle in bad conditions of maintenance 

Very unsafe Unsafe Neither unsafe nor safe Safe Very safe

14. Drive with children less than 10 years older or less than 1.45 m in the front seat

Very unsafe Unsafe Neither unsafe nor safe Safe Very safe

3. Afterwards does urban violence influence the
road user’s behavior related to traffic safety?

So far the answer does not exist. This research is at beginning, and the intention of
this paper is to contact other researches that want to help to answer this question.
The questionnaire must be applied for other countries that have different levels of
urban violence and compare the results. Violent behavior is a social phenomenon, in
the same way traffic accidents are a social phenomenon. Identify the correlation
between urban violence and traffic accidents could lead to a different approach in this
issue.
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